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Reflecting the increasingly clinical emphasis of residency programs, this edition features expanded coverage of clinical material and increased use of clinical algorithms. Key Points open each chapter, and icons in the text indicate where Key Points are fully discussed. Many of the black-and-white images from the previous edition have been replaced by full-color images.

This edition has new chapters on quality assessment, surgical education, and surgical processes in the hospital. Coverage of surgical subspecialty areas is more sharply focused on topics that are encountered by general surgeons and included in the current general surgery curriculum and ABSITE exam. The vascular section has been further consolidated.

- # NEW! Key Points open each chapter
- # NEW! Icons indicate in text where Key Points are discussed
- # NEW! Increased coverage of clinical content, new surgical recommendations, and less emphasis on integrating basic science
- # NEW! Increased use of clinical algorithms—500 algorithms and reference tables
- # NEW! New chapter on measuring the quality of surgical care
- # NEW! New chapter on surgical education
- # NEW! New chapter on surgical processes in the hospital
- # Authoritative: edited and authored by acknowledged leaders
- # 1,700 color illustrations
- # Comprehensive
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